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Abstract 

Prior to the pandemic, Amazon was in a position of strength, with the e-commerce sector 

growing drastically in all of its aspects, from sales, headcount, web traffic, to stock price. In spite 

Covid’s devastating effects on individuals, organizations, societies, and the world as a whole, 

Amazon managed to sustain and grow its competitive position. The aim of this report is to 

explore how Amazon created a strategic advantage by adapting both effectively and efficiently 

its leadership principles during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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Introduction 
Amazon is one of the largest companies globally in terms of sales, but for its success there must 

be a plan and vision. Amazon’s main mission is to serve purchasers primarily through the web and 

secondarily through actual stores by offering a wide range of choices, both in terms of cost and 

comfort, to every customer. For the long term, Amazon envisions to be the world’s most client 

driven organization, where customers can discover all they desire and purchase it on the web while 

enjoying the lowest prices and a great variety of options. Amazon’s core values are inseparable 

from its vision and mission statement. Be that as it may, in the book "The Everything Store: Jeff 

Bezos and the Age of Amazon," there are six fundamental beliefs illustrated: Customer Obsession, 

Bias for Action, Ownership, Frugality, Innovation, and High bar for ability. Jeff Bezos used these 

principles as pillars to build a huge entrepreneurial empire around Amazon’s Product delivery. 

Amazon utilizes the ‘high sprinter strategy’ to market its products by using information to uncover 

which items are the most popular in each category. Amazon's pricing algorithm then prices those 

items competitively. At the same time, advertisements guide customers towards these items. This 

can result in customers purchasing a specific product through the Amazon site and by extension 

purchasing extra items at full price. In terms of employee selection, Amazon has strategically 

enacted the 14 Leadership principles, a set of standards that all workers aspire to daily, to the point 

where they are ingrained in the company’s culture. Employees follow them because they show 

clearly what Amazon’s values are. These traits, such as delivering results and striving to be the 

world’s best employer, have allowed Amazon to instill in its employees a leader’s mentality which 

improves their personal traits as well as their efficiency within the company. Leaders listen 

mindfully, talk sincerely, and treat others conscientiously. They are vocally self-sufficient in any 

event and while doing so, they can cause psychological pressure. Leaders do not accept their or 

their group's personal stench scents of fragrance. They benchmark themselves and their groups 

against the best. 
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Amazon’s role in E-commerce 
E-commerce has given a great opportunity for 

start-up companies to incubate and develop. New 

Companies have started investing in digital 

advertising and digital streaming making online 

purchases much easier and attractive to the user. 

Social media have proven to be a channel for 

impulse purchases as advertising products lure 

customers who can easily pay through digital 

wallet options and contactless real time 

payments. Instagram and Facebook users proceed 

with more electronic purchases in general and 

even spend more time now than pre-pandemic on 

consuming digital media. A high percentage of 

buyers and sellers abandoned face-to-face 

shopping for safety, speed and convenience after 

the pandemic struck which led to digital retail 

acceleration and introduction to augmented reality.  Small to medium sized businesses invested in 

new technology either by developing their supply chain or aligning their IT systems. The Covid-

19 period is interlinked with the peak season for online shopping and the norm of delivering 

millions of packages around the globe. A significant consequence of the lockdown was the 

beginning of remote online working in all sectors which lead to a considerably large and 

unexpected demand for data storage. It is true that the cloud is vital for keeping businesses running. 

Companies invested in the cloud computing businesses to support the new remote workforces with 

streaming entertainment, video conferences and online ads. High street stores started to shut, others 

lowered their prices as the market started to shift, while others found an opportunity for digital 

commerce. Less jobs were available at shops whereas the demand for IT technicians rose. Robot 

hands and artificial intelligence allowed automation of order picking which used to employ many 

people in warehouses. 

These changes quickly placed already established online retail giants like Amazon in a central 

position for growth. However, Amazon did not just focus its attention on its existing retail branch; 

it also capitalized on the pandemic by immediately identifying and launching other ways in which 

it could differentiate its services and provide for a global society in lockdown. For instance, 

Amazon Web Services were immediately and rapidly mobilized to be able to deal with the sudden 

increase in demand. This was achieved by Amazon through increasing its workforce by 175,000 

almost overnight, thus allowing it to respond to the huge spike in the use of customer platforms 

like Netflix and Zoom which use AWS servers to store their data.  

 

Amazon has been for years the e-commerce giant since its sales, head count and stock prices have 

kept rising. This is the result of the company owning an advertising online shopping system that 

is fast and convenient enough to make Amazon one of the largest companies to ever exist. With 

its competitive prices and fast shipping worldwide, customers prefer Amazon to other companies. 

Amazon casts itself as a friendly giant in its ubiquitous messages to consumers; it spent nearly $7 
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billion in advertising itself in 2019 (more than double what Walmart spent). According to Ad Age, 

that made the company the biggest ad spender in the U.S. last year. But Amazon also sells 

advertising — $3.9 billion worth in the first quarter of 2020, up about 44% from a year earlier. 

The ads appear on Kindle, on Amazon Prime TV and on Amazon.com, some of them purchased 

by the same small sellers already paying to be listed on Amazon but afraid of getting lost on the 

site without additional promotion. 
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Changes during the pandemic 

Market effects 
During the pandemic, many companies 

struggled to keep up with the new more 

demanding needs of the market, while 

others found new ways to keep moving 

forward. Amazon did the latter by 

continuously finding new ways to 

pioneer. Amazon, realized early in the 

pandemic that households would not 

only need material goods to simplify 

people’s lives, but also other products 

necessary to “survive”. Products such as 

sanitizer, masks and even food and 

clothes are a few examples, that were 

shortly added to Amazon’s “supply store”. Technology companies such as Apple and Amazon 

have managed to adapt better to the detrimental effect of Covid-19 compared to other companies 

which either struggled to survive or were left behind. Ecommerce was developing even before the 

COVID-19 crisis but has accelerated its growth recently. Virtual and augmented reality played a 

significant role on ecommerce brands making contactless and mobile phone payments a reality for 

consumers.  

As mentioned earlier the pandemic has affected the market, and especially companies that relied 

heavily on face-to-face transactions, in a way that has forced them to invest and promote more on 

their online shop.  Due to the pandemic, customers seem to prefer online shopping and especially 

clicking on advertisements found on social media. This has led companies to depend more and 

more on cloud computing, and therefore people with skills in creating online ads especially in 

social media are much more needed than the classic “shop-worker”.  As it seems, online shoppers 

were more into quick and convenient shopping choices so social media advertisements helped 

various companies to promote and sell their products. Some other companies on the contrary, 

suffered selling online as their clients were cautious with their spending and disappointed by the 

long shipping delays and out of stock items. Therefore, most retailers ended up busy as their online 

sales increased whereas the ones who cut back on marketing expenditures during the pandemic 

have undergone many difficulties in their recent sales.  

 

Amazon expanding in other sectors 
In addition, Amazon immediately purchased a stake in the food-delivery company Deliveroo in 

April 2020, which placed it in a prime position to capitalize on the massive increase in demand for 

takeaway deliveries whilst ensuring that Deliveroo did not go into insolvency. It seems therefore 

that Amazon’s huge capital investment abilities were a significant reason why it was able to take 

control of the consumer market successfully. Further investment in food delivery was made 

through the rapid growth and roll-out of Amazon Fresh, a grocery delivery service which was 
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previously available only in major cities, like London in the UK, 

but has now expanded its services by operating in more cities. As 

Amazon began to struggle to meet the extremely high demand for 

deliveries around the world, it immediately began to invest heavily 

in technologies requiring an increase in speed and efficiency. For 

example, $1.2 billion were spent in June 2020 to acquire Zoox, a 

startup company that makes self-driven vehicles that could be used 

for contactless delivery. It also began expanding its fleet of cargo 

planes to increase the bulk movement of products. 

 

 

 

 

 

Amazon has been listening to its 

customers worries about COVID 

virus contamination which led it to 

quickly open more cashier-less 

Amazon Go stores. It really comes 

to the eagerness to be innovative, 

to ‘pioneer and invent’ and 

Amazon’s drive to please 

customers and attract more third-

party sellers. All these are factors 

that led to the company’s progress 

during the pandemic. Even now 

the company is constantly looking for new ways to use the virus situation to improve its hold on 

billions of households. For instance, its voice-recognition genie Alexa can now answer tens of 

thousands of COVID-related questions and Amazon has even patented technology that will be able 

to recognize and diagnose the sound of a cough. This is clearly a move on Amazon’s part to 

become a giant in the field of health services. At times it seems like the company is unstoppable. 

 

Amazon’s Employee Devotion 
Deep diving as mentioned before has been a major trait which was challenged during the pandemic, 

but employees managed to stay connected to details, audit frequently and always be skeptical 

towards adversity, allowing them to overcome the current obstacles. Simultaneously devotion to 

the trait of always delivering results allowed them to focus on the key inputs of the business and 

deliver them with the best quality and timely. Despite all the setbacks by quarantine and healthcare 

protocols they rose to the occasion and never settled. These are some of the overall trait list which 

allowed Amazon employees to drop the mindset of a standard worker and adopt the mentality of 

striving to be the world’s best Employers even though realistically they were not. Therefore, 

Amazon’s employees work every day to create a safer, more productive, high performing, more 

diverse work environment. They lead with empathy, have fun at work, and make it easy for others 

to have fun. Such Employees have a vision for and commitment to their colleague’s personal 

success whether that be at Amazon or elsewhere. These practices and attitude enabled Amazon to 
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grow through the pandemic where others failed by focusing in instilling the right mentality to its 

employees. 
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Conclusion 
The pandemic has had an immeasurable impact on individuals and communities around the world 

as mentioned before. As people sheltered during the lockdown, demand for e-commerce and cloud 

computing increased tremendously and with it, Amazon’s increasing leverage over our economy 

and society. As the lockdown accelerated the shift from offline to online shopping, Amazon has 

benefited from an increased demand across almost all its business lines: on-line sales, physical 

stores, entertainment, and cloud computing. This growth emphasizes Amazon’s opportunity in this 

new environment to consolidate more power against its competitors. The coronavirus crisis found 

Amazon in a position of strength. For years, the e-commerce giant had been growing rapidly in 

terms of sales, footprint, capitalization, and workforce. The company has a unique culture of hiring 

and developing leaders with a focus on the 14 Amazon leadership principles that have guided and 

shaped the company’s decisions and its distinctive entrepreneurial, cut edge and Darwinian 

culture. These Amazon leadership principles were set in stone to build a strong entrepreneurial and 

highly execution-based culture. Every Amazon employee is expected to adhere to these principles, 

and the firm tests all future employees with the same criteria. 

 

What is surprising about Amazon which, in many critics’ opinion makes it differ from almost 

every other company is its workforce’s mindset. Based on the first letter to Amazon shareholders 

in 1998, Jeff Bezos declared that it was “Day 1 for the internet, and if we execute well, for 

Amazon.com.” He meant that the company, which was already four years old, should always think 

of itself as being at the beginning of its journey. Twenty-seven years later and for Amazon it is 

still day one. This exact mentality is what allows and encourages both employers and employees 

to keep pioneering and stick to the 14 principles. As a result, during the pandemic that was 

catastrophic to many, it was quite the opposite for Amazon. 

 

 


